Biscarrosse, France, Tuesday, December the 18th.
NAUTEEK has appointed Sailing Sportsboats to distribute and market its range of autonomous
tactical instruments for cats, dinghies and sportboats in the USA.
Sailing Sportboats, http://sailingsportboats.com/, has been appointed as the Official US Importer for
NAUTEEK electronics.
Based in Los Angeles, CA, Sailing Sportboats promotes the sport of sailing through high performance
sportboats and tactical/racing instruments. They are already well known for importing the latest FINOT
designs, and being a very active dealer of marine electronics for sportboats.
Nauteek has chosen Sailing Sportsboat for their knowledge of the sailing sportboat market and their
implication in the sailing community.
They are now in charge of expanding and developing the US market for NAUTEEK's range of tactical
electronics. Already you can find NAUTEEK SC100 and SC200 in Sailing Pro Shop
(www.sailingproshop.com), who is always a leader in offering the latest innovations to sailors.
Dedicated for sailing, intuitive to use thanks to plain English menus and its 6 buttons ergonomic
keypad, requiring no specific installation, NAUTEEK “all in one” devices are the perfect instruments for
your small boat.
Featuring damped SOG, corrected and damped COG, race countdown timer/chrono, VMG, graphical
tactical compass, and plenty other infos, they offer features usually found on much more expensive
electronic navigation instruments.
Always at the top of innovations, they have been the first to offer the distance to the starting line and the
tactical compass.
Integrating a graphical display, a lithium/ion battery for 30h trouble-free usage, a keyboard that is
usable in wet conditions (even underwater), a sealed enclosure and a waterproof connector, these
products have been designed with quality and ease of use in mind.
With up to 140 hours of recording capacity, recorded tracks by the unit can be downloaded and read
with freeware.
Firmware can be upgraded for free giving access to future functionality enhancements. Waypoints and
routes management, specially dedicated for racing purpose is coming for February 2008!
Meeting a strong demand in France since their launching in July 2007, Nauteek SC100 and SC200 are
tactical instruments not for the boat but for the sailor as you will be able to bring with you on any boat
that you will be sailing on. Some serious French racers have got addicted to them to the point that one
of them (Bruno Jourdren) even brought his SC200 on its Class40 for the Transat Jacques Vabre. An
other racer (Damien Seguin) won the world 2.4mR championship with his SC200 and a few weeks later
he finished 2nd at the European Surprise championship.

About NAUTEEK www.nauteek.com :

Nauteek is a commercial brand of Imartec, an electronic R&D company whose employees have a keen
interest in sailing, nautical sports and electronics. Leveraging their technical experience of developing
products for their customers, they have decided to launch their own range of products based on their
serious extensive sailing experience.

